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1 Introdution

In my dissertation I introdue my results regarding the analysis of remote

sensing images. My professional work in the last years overed researh and

development, applied problem solution, eduation and urriulum develop-

ment.

My researh and development ativity fouses on two major areas. One of

them is the lassi�ation of image ontent, espeially segment-based lassi�-

ation and objet-based image analysis. However, I have separated these two

onneted �elds in the introdution and in theses. Results presented here an

be bound to an intelletual workshop that has been working for several years

in the framework of ollaboration between Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE)

and the Institute of Geodesy, Cartography and Remote Sensing (FÖMI).

The other major topi, the joint utilisation of multi-soure data (shortly:

data fusion) beame my �eld of interest in onnetion with tasks at FÖMI.

These two topis meet in our work, as the delineation and lassi�ation on

satellite images beame more e�ient with data integration.

A part of my results is onneted to the operational appliations of re-

mote sensing. Regarding the tasks arising in my workplae, at FÖMI, I

have found solutions that are theoretially valuable and an be published.

These tasks are predominantly area survey projets that are exeuted on a

yearly basis. The results mainly ame from the appropriate utilisation of the

above mentioned segmentation, lassi�ation and data fusion. I would like

to emphasize Control with Remote Sensing of EU Area-based Agriultural

Subsidies, whih is the delegated task of the department lead by me.

My dissertation also overs the teahing of remote sensing. I will in-

trodue the ativity regarding urriulum development and writing leture

notes , whih I am ontinuously doing at ELTE, Faulty of Informatis (IK)

in order to keep my letures on remote sensing up to date.

In the �eld of remote sensing, having strong pratial appliations, re-

searh is usually arried out in reative ommunities, as is also in my ase.

Therefore in the forthoming review I have always tried to delineate my own

ontribution to results.

Part I of my dissertation ontains a survey on the prinipal theoretial and

pratial onepts of remote sensing, therefore no external soure is neessary

to understand researh results. However, I have not detailed these priniples

in this review.
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2 Segment-based lassi�ation of remote sens-

ing images

The starting point regarding the researh on this topi was a mainframe soft-

ware system arrying out segment-based lassi�ation of satellite images in

a ollaboration between ELTE and FÖMI (1983-1984, see [3℄). The auray

of its results has globally superseded those of pixel-based lassi�ation, but

it gave oarser results at ertain plaes of images with �ne details.

After the mainframe system I have reimplemented the omplete system

of pixel-based and segment-based lassi�ation in Sun and PC environment

using the C language. I have developed further the funtionality of mod-

ules. Using the segment-based lassi�ation implemented, the global aur-

ay ould reah 95-97%, whih supersedes the pixel-based results by 2-3%.

We have reported the milestones of researh in several publiations ([6℄, [7℄,

[8℄ and [5℄).

The inorporation of segmentation into the proess of lassi�ation en-

ables the e�et of ontext in the assignment of eah pixel. The outlier points

of an area with homogeneous overage is �brought along� by its neighbour-

hood into the proper land over ategory. Experiene shows that this e�et

yields orret results in the majority of ases.

I have improved the segmentation algorithm originally proposed by Kettig

and Landgrebe several times. Regarding the linking possibilities of homogen-

eous ells the length of forward looking has beome arbitrarily long. Among

the linking possibilities at a ertain plae the best one is taken into aount

instead of the �rst one. This way the quality of segmentation has been sig-

ni�antly improved, while the running time has only slightly inreased.

Clustering is a determining step of the lassi�ation proess developed

by me. It is supported by a deeper theoretial onsideration. Clusters are

linked to land over ategories using the study areas. This way the spe-

tral sublasses of themati ategories are formed on the basis of the whole

image. With this proedure we get statistial distributions better �tting to

the image than what would be available solely on the basis of small study

areas. Using this approah, the assignment of pixels and segments beame

more stable and reliable. Theoretial bakground is supported by the proven

assumption stating that the intensity values of real land over ategories

an be desribed by a normal distribution or an be approximated by the

omposition of several normal distributions.

The methodology developed inorporates the two lassi�ation methods

into a uni�ed framework. Using this approah, the lassi�ation of a segmen-

ted image is analogous to pixel-based assignment; the di�erene is that seg-
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ments are the determining objets of eah step. It was neessary to interpret

the usual notions of pixel-based lassi�ation to segments, whih required a

stronger mathematial bakground.

Clusters of pixels or segments resulting from the �rst step of proedure

are regarded as the initial values of spetral sublasses of themati ategories.

Final sublasses are formed by a ompound method involving the utting and

abandonment of lusters. Pixels or segments are �nally assigned to these

sublasses. Segment-based lassi�ation is amended by the step of pixel-wise

re-examination. The proedure is �nished by auray assessment using the

test areas of ground truth data.

Classi�ation proedure has been mostly used in the reation of rop

maps. An important ondition of reliable result is the joint utilisation of

images taken at appropriate dates. The spetral behaviour of arable rops

may be very similar in ertain time periods, but these ategories may be

distinguished using multi-temporal stak of images.

I have also partiipated in another branh of researh. Together with my

researh fellows we have hosen six further segmentation algorithms, and we

have elaborated them with omplete algorithmi details. We have introdued

several distane measures into researh. Using my experiene in remote sens-

ing, I have guided the diretions of development with the seletion of study

areas and with the evaluation of running results ([4℄, [2℄ és [1℄).

Thesis 1. I have developed a robust and e�ient segment-based proed-

ure for the lassi�ation of remote sensing images that is able to map land

over ategories with high auray, superseding the results of pixel-based

lassi�ation. I have inorporated the pixel-based and the segment-based

proedures into a uniform framework. Clustering is a determining step of my

method, whih is the basis of establishing the spetral sublasses of themati

land over ategories. The proedure relies on the general knowledge on the

statistial distribution of land over lasses. In my proedure there is a good

balane between lustering, lassi�ation and the e�et of statistial hek. I

have orreted the statistially neessary mislassi�ation of segmentation by

pixel-wise re-examination. The auray of lassi�ation has been inreased

by the utilisation of multi-soure (multi-temporal and di�erent resolution)

data. I have improved the segmentation algorithm used in my development

several times. I have partiipated in the seletion and detailed algorithmi

implementation of six further segmentation algorithms. My ontribution also

inluded the seletion of appropriate study areas and the evaluation of run-

ning results.
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3 Objet-based Image Analysis

In the past years we have faed a shift of paradigm in remote sensing, in-

luding out institutional tasks ([10℄, [13℄). The Very High Resolution (VHR)

images have beome widely available, and the role of ortho-photos with high

spatial resolution has further inreased. In the novel tasks the individual

pixels an be hardly interpreted by themselves. The size of searhed or ex-

amined objets in the images is often smaller, they have irregular border or

their intensity is inhomogeneous (in ontrast with large, regular and homo-

geneous parels).

These tasks annot be solved with pixel-wise evaluation. Segmentation is

neessary in order to utilise ontextual information. The involvement of fur-

ther statistial, geometri and textural properties into evaluation is also often

neessary. These are oneptually bound to objets; this approah is alled

Objet-based Image Analysis (OBIA). Software produts supporting OBIA

appeared in the market. In FÖMI eCognition is used, whih ontains several

segmentation methods as part of its rih toolbox. The proedures of suh a

professional system annot be e�iently used without theoretial knowledge

and pratial skills. Using the pratie I have gained with segmentation I

ould suessfully partiipate in several appliations.

The methodology of OBIA was �rst used in Land Parel Identi�ation

System, in the delineation of eligible and ineligible areas. A typial ase is the

detetion of ineligible solitary trees, tree groups and bushes within the eligible

pastures. The objets of these two ategories an be hardly di�erentiated

solely on the basis of spetral properties. The di�erene between tree speies

is often larger than that between trees and other speies. Therefore the

texture of ategories and the properties of objet shape have also been taken

into aount.

This task has been solved by eCognition. Multi-soure input data have

been used: beside olour infrared (CIR) ortho-photos very high resolution

satellite images have also been used. The �nal output of delimitation is a

vetorial �le ontaining polygons.

Having aquainted with the task, we have established a four-step seg-

mentation proedure, using ut-based and merge-based methods. Geometri

and textural properties have also been taken into aount beause of spe-

tral di�ulties. The homogeneity of texture of objets has been measured by

Gray Level Co-ourrene Matrix (GLCM) and entropy. Classi�ation has

been re�ned by geometri properties.
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OBIA has been used in onnetion with the need to quikly survey the

e�et of a regrettable industrial disaster, the red mud spill happened in 2010.

It was neessary to use objet-based methods, as the reliable distintion

between inundated and intat areas ould only be aomplished using geo-

metri and textural properties. Three ategories have been introdued during

proessing: open red mud surfae, inundated soil and inundated vegetation.

The �nal goal was the delimitation of inundated area.

Segmentation onsisted of three parts, using the proedures of eCognition.

Segments have been formed with the onseutive appliation of merge-based

and ut-based segmentation steps and with the alulation of NDVI-like in-

dies utilising red, red-edge and near-infrared bands. Maximum likelihood

method has been used for lassi�ation.

Geometri features have also been taken into aount during lassi�ation,

beause the spetral and textural properties of bare soil and moderately spilt

surfae are rather similar. The di�erentiation between them has been done

by smoothing, taking into aount the neighbouring objets.

The mapping of buildings di�ers pretty muh from traditional applia-

tions, as it primarily requires the built-in urban environment. The neessity

of objet-based methods was obvious, whih has been on�rmed by the fat

that no NDVI-like indies an be introdued for the infrastruture of built-

in areas to support lassi�ation. The image data soure of examinations

onsists of ortho-photos with spatial resolution of 0.5m or better. They are

amended with elevation data, whih yields muh better reognition auray.

Segmentation was a four-step proess, using the proedures of eCognition.

The utilisation of geometri properties has been proven to be subservient.

The density measure gave good results in the ase of roads and buildings.

However, sometimes this was still insu�ient; for example, the roof of long

bloks of �ats and setions of onrete roads an be di�erentiated by taking

into aount height data.

Thesis 2. In onnetion with appliations and researh regarding objet-

based image analysis I have relied on the theoretial knowledge of and the

experiene gained with segmentation. I have partiipated in several opera-

tional appliations with the design of image analysis proesses, the seletion

and parametrisation of segmentation and lassi�ation methods, the determ-

ination of appropriate geometri and textural features, the organisation of

funtions and ommands into Rule Sets and the evaluation of results. Cer-

tain steps of image analysis have been arried out by my olleagues in a part

of tasks.
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4 The integrated utilisation of multi-soure

data

My researh ontains two main diretions in the �eld of data integration. The

�rst one is the examination of onnetion between the spatial, spetral and

temporal dimensions of remotely sensed data, the fusion, joint utilisation of

images of di�erent kinds. The seond one is the researh into the possibilities

of involving other geospatial data into remote sensing appliations.

Di�erent data soures may mean the spetral bands of a sensor, di�erent

sensors of a arrier, vetorial delimitations, maps, in-the-�eld measurement

results. Integration an be an algorithmi proedure to alulate the merged

data set or an informal method relying on human deisions. The merging

realised by data fusion an be aomplished at di�erent phases of proessing.

The most frequent appliation of data fusion on remote sensing is the

pixel-based fusion of images. It overs the improvement of spatial properties

of a multispetral image by the merge with a higher spatial resolution image.

The following has been stated during the usage of this approah:

The result of pixel-based fusion with VHR images is strongly in�uened

by the spetral overage of bands and the system orretion. It would be

more advantageous in the quantitative proessing to use only nearest neigh-

bour re-sampling method during pre-proessing. But in order for the visual

interpretation to be e�ient smoothing re-sampling (bilinear interpolation,

ubi onvolution) must be used already in the geometri orretion.

When arrying out pixel-based fusion between multispetral and pan-

hromati bands of Landsat 7 ETM+ sensor, the pixel size of multispetral

image was not a multiple of that of panhromati pixel size. However, with

the proper use of geo-loation data this does not ause problems.

Among the fusion proedures applied for Landsat 7 ETM+ the Prinipal

Component Analysis (PCA), the High-pass Filter (HPF) and the UNB Pan-

sharpen, strongly taking into aount the spetral overage of bands, give

the most favourable results when RGB 453 band ombination was examined.

The looser interpretation of data fusion ontains the general merging of

spatial, temporal and spetral dimensions of images (see [16℄). In our appli-

ations we have integrated images with better spatial or spetral resolution,

but infrequent aquisition and those with frequent revisit, but weaker spatial

or spetral resolution several times. For example, in agriultural appliations

winter and summer rops an be aomplished with just one or two satellite

images. But for the more exat determination of rop speies several images

are needed from ertain periods of the year that show the developed rops.
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The CROPMON projet used a two-level data fusion method. The �rst

level onsisted of the ombination of satellite images taken at di�erent dates

within the period of winter and summer rops. At the seond level the

themati synthesis of rop maps obtained in the two periods took plae. We

have settled that the status and temporal development of vegetation an be

monitored more smoothly with the usage of medium resolution images than

with the more frequent low resolution ones, beause the pixels are less mixed.

The best results an be obtained with the ombined use of the two kinds of

images.

The general interpretation of data fusion allows the integration of di�erent

GIS data sets with remote sensing data, whih an be used in the re�nement

of delineations and in the de�nition of elementary proessing units. However,

the auray of vetorial delineation and remotely sensed data must be taken

into aount. Field measurements an also be onsidered as a ase of data

integration. It an be arried out before (ground truth data olletion), dur-

ing (rapid �eld visit) or after (follow-up inspetion) remote sensing ontrol.

In our appliations the usage of slope ategory map alulated from digital

elevation model and the height of objets is also important. In the ase of

former one delineations on raster data are vetorised before usage.

We have also examined the relationship between segment-based lassi�a-

tion and data fusion. Our segment-based lassi�ation method an be pre-

pared to use satellite images with di�erent pixel size. Further data available

in raster or vetor form an also be inorporated. A further important re-

lationship an be settled between OBIA and data integration: in both ap-

proahes we an build rule sets for partial results gained in the phases of

evaluation and intermediate themati lassi�ations. They are motivated by

visual interpretation, highly building on human thinking.

Thesis 3. I have introdued and improved pixel-based merge and, taking

into aount the general meaning of data fusion, the advantageous integration

of spatial, temporal and spetral properties of remotely sensed images in

several appliations. I have partiipated in the re�nement of development

monitoring of ertain rare arable rops with the usage of medium resolution

images. In pratial appliations I took signi�ant part in the establishment

of methods of integrating di�erent geospatial data, like �eld measurements

and digital elevation model. Our researh into data fusion determined the

way of further development of the established segment-based lassi�ation

methodology (images with di�erent resolution, joint usage of vetor data),

whih has been partially realised with the introdution of OBIA.
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5 Appliations in the �eld of remote sensing

In my workplae I have ontributed to several projets with my researh and

development ativity. In the following I will mostly refer to the appearane

of my main researh topis. Segmentation an be primarily used in themati

lassi�ation tasks where the groups of pixels falling into the same ategory

represent the objets of real world (e.g. agriultural parels). However, this

approah has been proven useful also in other ases (e.g. mapping of red

mud). Our appliations highly build on the integration of images of di�erent

kinds. Time dimension is espeially important in the distintion between

land over ategories and in rop development assessment.

Crop Monitoring and Prodution Foreast System (CROPMON):

The aim of CROPMON (1997-2003) was the determination of area of eight

main rops at ounty and ountry level and the predition of expetable

yields. Images of di�erent resolutions and dates have been used in an integ-

rated way in the ontinuously developing image proessing proedures.

Beause of its task, CROPMON was in the tightest relationship with my

researh topis. The majority of questions of segment-based lassi�ation has

already appeared here; its results have been inorporated into the projet.

Besides, I have built in the radiometri orretion of four new sensor into

yield foreasting system. I have established the Tasseled Cap transformation,

alulating ertain indies, for Landsat 7 ETM+ sensor, with traing bak to

Landsat 5 TM sensor. I have developed and implemented a semi-automati

loud and loud shadow �lter proedure using this transformation.

Control with Remote Sensing of Area-based Subsidies (CwRS):

Farmers submit about 180 thousand appliations for EU agriultural sub-

sidies. 5-9% of them are subjet of on-the-spot ontrol, whih means the

remote sensing ontrol of 60-80 thousand parels regarding ultivated rop,

area, and the ompliane to Good Agriultural and Environmental Condi-

tions. The system, whih is mainly based on visual interpretation, inorpor-

ates signi�ant professional knowledge from the �eld of law, proess manage-

ment, agriulture, geographial information systems, remote sensing, data

integration and lassi�ation. A strit error threshold is valid against the

auray of methodology: error rate of 1% would already be dangerous.

As the methodologial and proess responsible of this projet, my tasks

inlude inland and international liaisons and aurate proess development.

From the professional side I ontribute to the suessful implementation of

the yearly ampaign with the seletion and pre-proessing of remote sensing
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images, the omplex appliation of methodology of GIS, data integration and

lassi�ation, database development and data proessing tasks ([14℄, [15℄).

Land Parel Identi�ation System (LPIS) is the exlusive GIS iden-

ti�ation system of EU agriultural subsidies. It is based on ortho-photos.

It provides the frame for identi�ation and area measurement of parels. It

ontains several themati layers (e.g. Natura 2000). Satellite images are also

used for the updating of physial bloks (re�nement of land over, identi�a-

tion of stable elements). I have developed a program doing pixel-based fusion

for used satellite images at ountry level. With my leading partiipation the

statistial and objet-based lassi�ation beame the part of updating ([10℄).

Disaster monitoring: Flood, waterlog and drought monitoring requires

three di�erent remote sensing approah, but they are similar in the wide

spetrum of satellite images and in the importane of general data fusion

and temporal dimension. Primarily I have partiipated in drought monitor-

ing, where the radiometri orretion, inter-alibration and the alulation

of vegetation indies are also important beyond the above mentioned as-

pets. I have developed models and programmes to the pre-proessing and

inter-alibration of images and to the alulation of maximum omposites

of vegetation indies for deades. With their usage I have derived drought

maps for several time periods and I have evaluated the results.

Ragweed monitoring with remote sensing: In the projet of protetion

against ragweed signi�ant innovation has been realised to handle the irreg-

ular spatial and temporal behaviour of this rop, where data integration and

OBIA is also involved. As my own result, I have elaborated a method for

the GIS proessing of ragweed spots resulted from remote sensing survey. Its

aim is to �lter out errors aused by loal noise from the o�ial proedure. I

have established a method to the lassi�ation of infetion of physial bloks

and settlements, based on the results of remote sensing and �eld ontrol.

Thesis 4. In the important �elds of remote sensing I was or I am partiipat-

ing in the implementation of seven ountry-wide projet, leading one of them.

They together over almost the whole spetrum of image analysis. My major

results: proess development (in EU-harmoni way), the elaboration of meth-

odology, image pre-proessing (geometri and radiometri orretion, loud

�ltering), data fusion (pixel-based merge, inter-alibration), the appliation

of OBIA methods (with geometri and textural properties and indies), in-

orporation of geospatial data models (elevation model) and the quantitative

ranking and qualitative interpretation of results.
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6 The eduation of remote sensing

The Geoinformatis eduational module started in 2004 at ELTE Faulty of

Informatis as a part of software engineer eduation. It ontains the ourse

Analysis of Remote Sensing Images, whih is maintained together by the sta�

of ELTE and FÖMI. Letures are urrently given by me, but I am also taking

part in the praties with the demonstration of some important proedures.

We have reported about eduation results at a onferene and in a journal

([5℄).

The urriulum of this ourse with more than 400 slides is near to the

level of leture notes. This is on�rmed by the prize gained in 2011 in the

tender for leture notes of Faulty of Informatis. It has been plaed in the

digital library of the Faulty ([11℄). In the near future a textbook, supported

by the tender TÁMOP-3.1.4, will be ompleted by me and my o-authors.

A formal mathematial desription of themati lassi�ation (e.g. digital

image, feature spae, lustering, re�nement of sublasses, segmentation) has

been inspired by eduation. Parts I and II of my dissertation is highly based

on this desription. The exat notion has proven to be a useful tool in the

algorithmi design during researh and development.

I regularly undertake the supervision of MS theses on pratial problems.

The methods elaborated in the latest thesis have been involved into the

operational projets of FÖMI, and serve as the basis of professional solutions

([5℄, [13℄).

I help the eduation in the frame of Geoinformatis Laboratory with on-

sultations. In the laboratory projet the AEGIS open soure GIS framework

has great importane. I support its development and appliation from the

pratial side ([5℄, [12℄).

Up to now several hundred students have ompleted the Geoinformatis

eduational module inluding the ourse Analysis of Remote Sensing Images.

Many of them began their professional work in this �eld, some of them in

the FÖMI itself. Therefore my students has beome my olleagues.

Result. I have been partiipating in the eduation of remote sensing at

ELTE Faulty of Informatis for 8 years, urrently as the leturer of the

ourse. The textbook based on about 400 slides will be issued in 2013. The

formal mathematial desription has been proven to be usable generally, not

only in eduaation. I regularly publish pratial MS thesis topis. I support

with onsultations the projet work of student laboratory.
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